* Correspondence: alarm14@gmail.com; ibch@inbox.ru; Tel.: +7-495-335-0900 C) ; B(G,T,C)) in the primers are marked with red. 3′-GSP1 was designed to preferentially anneal to proalvinellacin encoding sequence. 3′-GSP2 was designed to preferentially anneal to procapitellacin and proarenicins encoding sequences. 3′-GSP3 was designed to preferentially anneal to consensus sequence (proarenicin-1, proarenicin-3, procapitellacin, and proalvinellacin). The corresponding pronicomicin-1 cDNA fragments are marked with dashed boxes. Figure S4 . The peptide Nico(1-17) forms a gel structure at concentration of 2 mg/mL in water.
